Nitric oxide (NO) and carbon monoxide (CO) have been identified as two diffusible signaling messengers in the brain, capable of stimulating soluble guanylate cyclase. Locus coeruleus (LC) is rich in the (Y, and 8, subunits of soluble guanylate cyclase. Therefore, the possible role of the cGMP pathway in the regulation of LC neurons was investigated with electrophysiological techniques in rat brain slices. Bath application of various NO donors or CO-containing solutions increased the firing rate of most LC neurons. This activation was reversed by the NO scavenger hemoglobin, but not by methemoglobin. Bath or intracellular application of selective activators of cGMPdependent protein kinase also caused increases in LC cell firing rate. The actions of NO donors and kinase activators were mutually occlusive and reversed by H8, an inhibitor of the cGMP-dependent protein kinase. Hemoglobin and H8 reduced the firing rate of LC neurons, but no change was found with inhibitors or activators of the NO synthase. In intracellular and whole-cell recordings, NO effect was associated with an inward current and an increase in the input conductance (mean reversal potential = -27 mv); these effects were abolished using a low-sodium buffer. Spontaneous EPSCs of LC cells were not modified with the NO donor administration.
Nitric oxide (NO) and carbon monoxide (CO) have been identified as two diffusible signaling messengers in the brain, capable of stimulating soluble guanylate cyclase. Locus coeruleus (LC) is rich in the (Y, and 8, subunits of soluble guanylate cyclase. Therefore, the possible role of the cGMP pathway in the regulation of LC neurons was investigated with electrophysiological techniques in rat brain slices. Bath application of various NO donors or CO-containing solutions increased the firing rate of most LC neurons. This activation was reversed by the NO scavenger hemoglobin, but not by methemoglobin. Bath or intracellular application of selective activators of cGMPdependent protein kinase also caused increases in LC cell firing rate. The actions of NO donors and kinase activators were mutually occlusive and reversed by H8, an inhibitor of the cGMP-dependent protein kinase. Hemoglobin and H8 reduced the firing rate of LC neurons, but no change was found with inhibitors or activators of the NO synthase. In intracellular and whole-cell recordings, NO effect was associated with an inward current and an increase in the input conductance (mean reversal potential = -27 mv); these effects were abolished using a low-sodium buffer. Spontaneous EPSCs of LC cells were not modified with the NO donor administration.
Taken together, these data suggest that NO and CO activate noradrenergic neurons of LC via a cGMP-dependent protein kinase and a nonselective cationic channel. It also is proposed that these effects occur at the postsynaptic level and that there may be a tonic regulation of LC neuronal firing by the cGMP pathway.
Key words: nitric oxide; carbon monoxide; cGMP; CAMP; protein kinases; locus coeruleus; noradrenergic; nonselective cationic channel,. intracellular,. brain slices Recent evidence has suggested that nitric oxide (NO) and carbon monoxide (CO), two small gaseous molecules, can function as intercellular signaling messengers in the brain (for review, see Dawson and Snyder, 1994; Vincent, 1994) . NO first was reported to mediate the NMDA-induced increase in cGMP in cerebellar granule cells (Garthwaite et al., 1988) . Subsequently, NO has been implicated in a wide range of physiological roles within the CNS (Bruhwyler et al., 1993) . In neurons, NO is derived from L-arginine by a Ca2+/calmodulin-activated NO synthase (NOS) (Knowles and Moncada, 1994) : This enzyme is distributed widely throughout the brain (Bredt et al., 1991; Snyder and Bredt, 1991; Vincent and Kimura, 1992) . More recently, CO has emerged as another possible diffusible messenger in the CNS (Marks et al., 1991; Stevens and Wang, 1993; Zhuo et al., 1993) . The enzyme responsible for CO formation, the noninducible heme oxygenase (HO), also is localized in restricted areas of the brain (Maines, 1993; Verma et al., 1993) . In many systems, NO and CO exert their biological effects by activating the soluble isoform of guanylate cyclase to raise the intracellular concentration of cGMP (Arnold et al., 1977; Verma et al., 1993) . Specific targets for this pathway are cGMP-dependent protein kinases (PaupardinTritsch et al., 1986) cGMP-gated cationic channels (Fesenko et al., 1985) and cGMP-stimulated and -inhibited phosphodiesterases (Nicholson et al., 1991) .
It has been proposed that CAMP plays an important role in the physiology of locus coeruleus (LC) neurons (Wang and Aghajanian, 1987, 1990; Alreja and Aghajanian, 1991) : agents that either elevate intracellular levels of CAMP or mimic CAMP effects increase LC cell firing rate by inducing a nonselective cationic inward current via the CAMP-dependent protein phosphorylation pathway. In contrast, only indirect observations have been reported about the physiological significance of cGMP in LC neurons. First, in situ hybridization studies have shown a high density of (pi and pi subunits of soluble guanylate cyclase in LC (Matsuoka et al., 1992; Furuyama et al., 1993) . Second, immunohistochemical experiments have revealed the presence of NOS-positive neurons and processes within and close to the LC (Xu et al., 1994) . Third, intracellular recordings have shown the ability of NO to modulate excitatory inputs to noradrenergic neurons in the LC (Xu et al., 1994) .
This study was conducted with extracellular, intracellular, and whole-cell recording techniques to characterize pharmacologically and physiologically the role of cGMP pathway in the regulation of LC activity in rat brain slices. For this purpose, we examined the effects of various NO donors and CO on LC firing rates. The possible involvement of a protein kinase pathway and the interaction between cGMP and CAMP systems were analyzed. Whether the endogenous synthesis of NO itself might contribute to regulation of this pathway also was evaluated. Finally, the ionic mechanism by which such regulation by NO or CO might occur was studied. All solutions were made freshly before each experiment, except H8 and TTX, which were kept at 4°C as 10 mM and 150 PM stock solutions, respectively.
RESULTS
Effect of NO donors on LC firing rate The effect of bath applications of four different NO donors (SNP, SNAP, SIN-l, and DEA-NONOate) on the firing rates of LC cells was studied using extracellular recordings. In 32 of 36 cells, SNP (1 mM) produced a clear increase in the LC cell firing rate. In the responsive cells, the maximal activation (Table 1 ) was reached at 4-8 min and did not reverse within 15-20 min of washout (Fig.  1A ). Lower concentrations of SNP revealed that the SNP effect was concentration-dependent.
Hence, cumulative concentrationresponse curves were performed by increasing SNP concentration (10 PM to 3 mM, 3.3X) at intervals of -10 min after each successive application until a maximal response was obtained; the maximal effect estimated by the fitting program was 185 i 41% over basal, and the EC,,, was 334 5 86 FM (n = 5; Fig. 2 ). Potassium ferricyanide (1 ITIM), a structural analog of SNP without NO donating properties, failed to change the firing rate in the same cell in which SNP increased the rate (Fig. 1B) . The bath application of the structurally unrelated NO donors SNAP, SIN-l, or DEA-NONOate also promoted activations of LC cells in a concentration-dependent manner. The magnitude of responses to these NO donors is shown in Table 1 . The time course for the onset and the peak of these effects was similar to that seen with SNP. In contrast to SNP, a complete (SNAP and DEANONOate) or partial (SIN-l) recovery of the activation was observed during a short-term washout of the drugs ( Fig. lC-E) . The rapid recovery observed during DEA-NONOate administra- 
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tion was likely attributable to the short half-life of this compound for the release of NO (3.1 min at pH = 7.4) (Morley and Keefer, 1993) .
Additional evidence for the involvement of NO in the activation of LC cells was obtained using Hb, a scavenger of extracellular NO and CO. After an initial exposure to SNP (1 mM) and the resultant increase in the LC firing rate, incubation of slices with Hb (100 PM) completely reversed the SNP effect within 5-10 min (n = 7, p < 0.0005). In six of seven cells tested, Hb reduced the activation by SNP below the basal firing rate. Firing rates returned to previous values -5 min after Hb application (Fig. 3A) . The specificity of the Hb effect was tested using MetHb, the ferric form of the protein that has substantially lower affinity for NO or CO. MetHb (100 PM) failed to reverse the SNP effect in the same cells in which Hb (100 PM) reduced the activation (n = 2; Fig. 3B ). Furthermore, the Hb effect was selective for SNP and did not change the activation of LC neurons by other mechanisms such as by the excitatory amino acid receptor agonist AMPA (0.6-1.3 FM) (n = 3) (data not shown).
Effect of 8-Br-cGMP and 8-pCPT-cGMP on the LC firing rate Because cGMP is the major second messenger mediating NO effects in many systems, we tested the effect of bath-applied 8-Br-cGMP or 8-pCPT-cGMP, two membrane-permeable, phosphodiesterase-resistant analogs of cGMP, on LC firing rates. 8-Br-cGMP (1 mM) elevated the firing rate of 14 of 20 LC cells tested. In the responsive cells, the maximal increase (Table 1) was gradually reached at S-20 min and did not reverse within 15-20 min of washout (Fig. 4A) . With lower concentrations of 8-BrcGMP, a concentration-dependent effect was obtained; the maximal effect estimated by analyzing cumulative concentration-response curves (100 FM to 3 mM, 3.3X) was 218 -t 49% over basal and the EC,,, was 286 2 57 PM (n = 5; Fig. 2) . The selective activator of the cGMP-dependent protein kinase 8-pCPT-cGMP (200-400 PM) also increased the firing rate of four of six LC cells tested (Table 1) . In contrast to these analogs, the bath application of the endogenous nucleotide cGMP (1 mM) did not change the cell firing rate, consistent with its relatively low membrane permeability.
To evaluate whether 8-Br-cGMP activates LC cells via the same pathway as SNP, the response to SNP was studied in the presence of 8-Br-cGMP. These experiments were based on the idea that if the SNP effect occurs via an increase in the intracellular levels of cGMP, the action of SNP should be nonadditive with that of 8-Br-cGMP. After activation of LC cells by the bath application of 8-Br-cGMP (1 mM), the additional increase in firing rate induced by SNP (1 mM) was only 33% of that in control (n = 4, p < 0.0001; Fig. 4A ), indicating that the SNP effect largely is occluded by 8-Br-cGMP. The possible interaction between SNP or 8-Br-cGMP with 8-Br-CAMP also was examined with the same protocol. Effects of either SNP (1 mM) or 8-Br-cGMP
(1 mM) also were occluded by a previous administration of 8-Br-CAMP (2 mM); that is, after S-Br-CAMP, the SNP effect was only 26% (n = 4, p < 0.0001) and the S-Br-cGMP effect was 37% (n = 5,p < 0.05) of that in control conditions (Fig.  4&C) . The mutual occlusion caused by the SNP, 8-Br-cGMP, and 8-Br-CAMP effects was not the consequence of the cell being maximally activated by the application of the first agent, because the increase in firing rate induced by a different mechanism (i.e., AMPA, 1.3 FM) remained the same before or after SNP administration (data not shown).
To investigate whether the 8-Br-cGMP and 8-pCPT-cGMP effects might be mediated within the postsynaptic neuron, these compounds were applied intracellularly to LC neurons via patch pipettes, and the firing rate was studied in the current-clamp mode of whole-cell recordings. Using electrodes containing S-BrcGMP (lo-100 PM), LC cell firing rates were increased rapidly (1 min) to at least twice basal levels when full access to the cell was attained, allowing the nucleotide to freely diffuse into the neuron (n = 13). When a reduction of access ("partial access") occurred during the dialysis of the cell with the nucleotide, the activation reversed gradually within a few minutes; when full access was restored, the firing rate increased once again (Fig. 5) . Similar activations of LC cells were obtained with the intracellular application of S-pCPT-cGMP (100 PM) via patch electrodes (data not shown).
Effect of H8 on LC activation
The mechanism of SNP and 8-Br-cGMP effects was investigated further by using an inhibitor of the nucleotide-dependent protein kinases, H8, which has a preference for cGMP-dependent over CAMP-dependent protein kinase (Hidaka et al., 1984) . Because the effects of SNP and S-Br-cGMP were only very slowly reversible, there was a stable baseline against which to test the ability of H8 to reverse the LC activation produced by either of these drugs. To evaluate the selectivity of H8, the possible reversal by H8 of the S-Br-CAMP-induced activation also was examined. After an initial exposure to SNP (1 mM>, (1 mM), or 8-Br-CAMP (2 mM>, the resultant increase in the LC firing rate (Table  1) was reversed within 8-12 min by incubation of slices with H8 (100 PM). The degree of the H8 reversal was different for each compound: 75 5 11% of the SNP activation (n = 8,p < O.OOOS), 100 -C 34% of the S-Br-cGMP activation (n = 4,p < 0.05), and 66 ? 15% of the S-Br-CAMP activation (n = 6, p < 0.01; Fig. 6 ). H8 (100 FM) also decreased basal firing activity (Table 1) ; the reduc- (Fig. 6) . A lower concentration of H8 (30 PM) was able to reverse 43 ? 8% of the SNP effect (n = 5,~ < 0.005) and 100 ? 35% of the 8-Br-cGMP effect (n = 3,~ < 0.05) but it failed to change the activation induced by 8-Br-CAMP (change of 7 -C lo%, n = 3,~ = 0.29) (Fig. 6 ).
Endogenous regulation of LC firing rate by the cGMP pathway The observation that Hb reversed the SNP effect below the initial firing rate (see above) raises the question whether endogenous NO or CO might be regulating the basal activity of LC neurons. To examine this possibility, the effect of Hb on the basal firing activity was studied. In 31 of 32 cells tested, bath application of Hb (100 pM) reduced the spontaneous firing rate within 4-10 min (Table 1 ). In 13 cells there was a complete cessation of firing during Hb application. This effect recovered rapidly within 5 min (Fig. 7A) Fig. 7B ). To investigate further the possible modulation of LC neurons by endogenously produced NO, different agents known to affect NOS were studied. Neither the NOS substrate L-arginine (300 PM to 1 mM) nor the NOS inhibitors L-NAME (100-300 PM), NMMA (100 PM), or 7-NI (100 FM) changed LC firing rates within 15-30 min of application (Table 1) .
These observations indicated that the reduction of firing rate induced by Hb likely was not attributable to NO scavenging, raising the possibility that endogenously produced CO was involved. CO (100%) was bubbled in aCSF for 30-45 min to obtain a saturated CO solution of -1 mM, which was then applied to the slice. Because CO could escape from the tubing in the slice chamber, the final concentration reaching the slice was not known. In 23 of 29 cells tested, CO increased the LC firing rate within 3-10 min (Table 1) . This effect recovered within 3-6 min (Fig. &4) . The activation caused by CO was blocked partially after a 10 min application of H8 (100 FM) (increase in firing rate induced by CO: 72 5 10% before H8 and 29 -t 10% after H8, with respect to the value immediately before cordings were performed. For this purpose, DEA-NONOate was chosen as the NO donor because of its larger and more consistent maximal effect and the faster recovery of the response. Under baseline conditions, the mean holding current at -60 mV was -93 -C 19 pA, and the input resistance was 101 ? 11 MR (n = 13). While the membrane potential was clamped at -60 mV, bath application of DEA-NONOate (50 PM) resulted in an inward current with an increase in apparent input conductance. The amplitude of this current was 33 ? 4 pA (n = 13,~ < 0.001). The onset and recovery of the current induced by DEA-NONOate exhibited a similar time course to the increase in firing rate produced by this drug (Fig. 9A) . Current-voltage (1-v) relations were determined before and during the application of DEANONOate by applying slow hyperpolarizing ramps from a holding potential of -60 mV to -120 mV (the latter is beyond the approximate reversal potential of Kt in LC cells with 3 mM external K+). As illustrated in Figure 9A , DEA-NONOate generated a progressive increase in the magnitude of the inward current throughout the voltage range used. The net current activated by DEA-NONOate over this range was obtained by subtracting the basal current from that recorded in the presence of the drug (Fig. 9A) . The relationship between the voltage and the DEA-NONOate-activated current (subtracted current) was apparently monotonic, indicating that the conductance underlying this current is voltage-independent in the potential range of -120 to -60 mV. The slope conductance of the DEA-NONOateactivated current, estimated from,the fitting of the subtracted Z-I/ relation to a straight line, was -1.2 ? 0.1 pAimV (i.e., -1.2 PS, n = 13). According to this protocol, the mean inward current induced by DEA-NONOate at -90 mV was 69 + 5 pA, and the extrapolated reversal potential was -27 ? 6 mV (n = 13). (It should be noted that it was not feasible to determine directly an experimental reversal potential for the DEA-NONOate response because the blockade of Cazt/Kf currents that are generated in the same potential range had complex effects.) The current generated by DEA-NONOate was observed in cells either with or without spontaneous current oscillations (Williams et al., 1984) . The blocker of fast voltage-dependent Nat channels TTX (2 pM) failed to affect the DEA-NONOate-activated current as could be seen in the subtracted Z-l/ramps for the NO donor before or after TTX treatment (n = 1) (data not shown). The properties of the current induced by DEA-NONOate (reduced input resistance, reversal potential near -30 mV, apparent voltage independence, and TTX insensitivity) suggest that a gating of nonselective cationic channels might be responsible for the inward current observed in LC cells. To test the possibility that Na ions carry this current through TTX-insensitive channels, a low or 8-Br-CAMP, but only the SNP and 8.Br-cGMP effects were reversed by the lower concentration of H8. HS also reduced the basal firing rate.
Na+-containing aCSF was used, with 80% of the Nat replaced by Tris-HCl (aCSF-Tris).
In LC cells voltage-clamped at -60 mV, perfusion of slices with aCSF-Tris caused an outward current of 210 + 31 pA and a complete cessation of the spontaneous current oscillations. There was a rapid recovery (a few minutes) of these effects after switching back to standard aCSF (n = 3). In the presence of aCSF-Tris, the DEA-NONOate-activated current was abolished totally; that is, in the same cells in which bath-applied DEA-NONOate (50 PM) induced a 34 + 8 pA inward current at -60 mV in standard aCSF, this drug failed to change the holding current or the Z-V ramps in aCSF-Tris (n = 3; Fig. 9Z3 ). The elimination of the DEA-NONOate current by Nat substitution occurred either in oscillatory or nonoscillatory LC cells, indicating that this effect was not related to the blockade of oscillations promoted by aCSF-Tris.
Effect of DEA-NONOate on LC synaptic currents
The previous experiments using intracellular applications of 8-BrcGMP or S-pCPT-cGMP indicated that the effect induced by this nucleotide could be mediated directly at the postsynaptic level. However, because NO can mediate its effects in other brain areas through the release of neurotransmitters (see Discussion), it also is possible that the activation of LC neurons elicited by NO could be partly attributable to the release of excitatory endogenous substances. To investigate this hypothesis, PSCs of LC neurons were studied by whole-cell patch-clamp recording before and during the DEA-NONOate application. In the control conditions with the potential clamped at -60 mV, LC neurons exhibited relatively few spontaneous inward PSCs (about 6-15 PSCsilO set) with amplitudes up to -100 pA. Because the electrodes contained gluconate, which does not permeate chloride channels readily, these inward currents are presumably EPSCs rather than reverse IPSCs. As seen previously with intracellular recordings, the bath application of DEA-NONOate (50 PM) resulted in an inward Hb (100 PM)
MetHb (100 pM) -----Hb (100 pM) 3 min current of 50-100 pA, with an increase in apparent input conductance (n = 4; Fig. 10 ). At the peak of the DEA-NONOateinduced effect, there was no consistent change in the number of EPSCs with respect to the amount of these at the basal period (reduction of EPSCs in two cells, increase in one cell, and no change in one cell) (Fig. 10) .
DISCUSSION
The present study shows that NO and CO can activate the firing rate of most noradrenergic neurons of the LC. Evidence is presented that this activation occurs via a cGMP-and cGMPdependent protein kinase pathway. In addition, the activation of LC neurons by NO is shown to be associated with an inward current with features characteristic of a nonselective cationic channel. This effect is mediated primarily at the postsynaptic level on LC neurons because intracellular applications of cGMP analogs are able to activate these cells, whereas the number and amplitude of synaptic currents do not appear to be changed by NO donors. It also is proposed that there may be a tonic regulation of LC neurons via the cGMP pathway.
Activation of LC neurons by NO
Two different findings indicate that NO activates LC neurons. First, four structurally unrelated NO donors (SNP, SNAP, SIN-l, and DEA-NONOate) were able to increase the firing rate of LC cells in a concentration-related manner; potassium ferricyanide, a structural analog of SNP lacking NO donating properties, did not affect the cell firing rate. Second, the effect of SNP was reversed by the NO scavenger Hb (ferrous form) but not by the ferric form of the same protein (MetHb), which exhibits a low affinity for this gas (Murphy and Noack, 1994) . The Hb effect was selective for NO donors because Hb failed to reverse the LC activation induced by other mechanisms (i.e., AMPA).
SNAP (Southam and Garthwaite, 1991; Morley and Keefer, 1993) and DEA-NONOate (Morley and Keefer, 1993) are believed to release NO spontaneously by simple dissociation. SIN-l undergoes conversion to SINlA, which then decomposes spontaneously to NO and the inactive SIN-1C (Feelisch and Noack, 1987) . SNP has been shown to yield NO either in a tissue-dependent manner (Ignarro et al., 1981; Morley and Keefer, 1993) or spontaneously (Feelisch and Noack, 1987; Niroomand et al., 1991) In each cell, CO-containing aCSF was administered before and after H8. The horizontal axis represents the application of drugs. The vertical uxi.y shows the percentage of the basal firing rate (Basal = 100%). Rur.s are mean -t SEM of five cells. *p < 0.05; *"p < 0.01 when the absolute firing rates before versus after CO applications or before versus after H8 application are compared by a two-tailed paired Student's t test. #P < 0.005 when the absolute increases in the firing rate induced by CO before versus after H8 applications are compared by a two-tailed paired Student's t test. Note that the activation of LC cells by CO was smaller after H8 application.
H8 also reduced basal firing rate. tions. NO released from SNP or SNAP occurs in a pHindependent manner, whereas that from DEA-NONOate and SIN-l is maximal in acidic and basic solutions, respectively (Feelisch and Noack, 1987; Morley and Keefer, 1993) . All these observations along with the rapid inactivation of NO in slice preparations (Southam and Garthwaite, 1991) might be important factors in explaining the variability or lack of response to these NO donors observed in some LC neurons (Table 1 ). Alternatively, it is possible that LC neurons are not homogeneous with respect to their responses to NO.
Involvement
of cGMP and cGMP-dependent protein kinase in the effect of NO In brain slices, NO released from SNP, SNAP, or SIN-l has been shown to activate soluble guanylate cyclase and to increase the intracellular levels of cGMP (Arnold et al., 1977; Southam and Garthwaite, 1991; Boulton et al., 1994) ; DEA-NONOate also stimulates guanylate cyclase in vascular tissues (Morley and Keefer, 1993) . Various potential mechanisms can account for the effects of cGMP in different systems (see introductory remarks). In the present study, experiments were performed with activators (S-Br-cGMP and 8-pCPT-cGMP) or inhibitors (HS) of cGMPdependent protein kinase to characterize the pathway involved in NO effect. The bath and intracellular application of S-Br-cGMP resulted in concentration-dependent increases in LC cell firing rate. The time course and magnitude of the maximal effect induced by S-Br-cGMP resembled those by SNP; after the application of S-Br-cGMP, there was an occlusion of SNP effect (nonadditivity). Bath or intracellularly^ applied S-pCPT-cGMP also increased the cell firing rate. S-Br-cGMP and 8-pCPT-cGMP are two membrane-permeable, phosphodiesterase-resistant analogs of cGMP. 8-Br-cGMP exhibits -1200-fold higher selectivity for cGMP-dependent protein kinase than for CAMP-dependent protein kinase (Butt et al., 1992) . Additionally, 8-pCPT-cGMP has a negligible activity on either cGMP-inhibited or cGMP-activated phosphodiesterases.
Responses induced by SNP and 8-Br-cGMP were reversed by either of two concentrations of H8 (30 and 100
whereas only a high concentration of H8 (100 PM) was able to affect the S-Br-CAMP response. H8 is an inhibitor of the cyclic nucleotide-dependent protein kinases with a 2.5-fold higher affinity for the cGMP-dependent over the CAMP-dependent protein kinase (Hidaka et al., 1984) . Therefore, all these data support the idea that activation of LC cells by NO is mediated via a cGMPand a cGMP-dependent protein kinase pathway. Consistent with this idea, a high density of 01, and p1 subunits of the soluble guanylate cyclase (Matsuoka et al., 1992; Furuyama et al., 1993) and of the type II cGMP-dependent protein kinase (El-Husseini et al., 1995) have been found in LC.
Mediation
of the NO effect at the postsynaptic level It has been proposed that some of the postsynaptic effects of the NO-generating agents in the CNS are mediated indirectly by the modulation of presynaptic terminals (Garthwaite, 1991; Montague et al., 1994). In the LC, a role for NO in the modulation of evoked synaptic transmission also has been demonstrated (Xu et al., 1994) . In the present study, it was found that the intracellular application of 8-Br-cGMP or S-pCPT-cGMP via patch electrodes resulted in activations of LC cells, suggesting that the modulation of LC neurons by cGMP can be exerted directly at the postsynaptic level. Moreover, spontaneous EPSCs were not increased by the application of DEA-NONOate in the same cells in which the drug induced a consistent inward current. TTX failed to change the DEA-NONOate-activated current, ruling out a modulation by NO of any impulse-dependent release. Together with the observation that the mRNA for guanylate cyclase is present in LC cells (Furuyama et al., 1993) these findings strongly suggest that the regulation of LC neurons by the NO/cGMP pathway occurs primarily at a postsynaptic level.
Characterization
of the NO-induced current To identify the current associated with the activation of LC cells by NO, voltage-clamp intracellular recordings were performed. DEA-NONOate promoted an inward current along with an increase in apparent input conductance. Hyperpolarizing Z--V ramps revealed that the DEA-NONOate-induced current was monotonic, likely because of the activation of a voltage-independent conductance, with an estimated reversal potential of -27 mV. This current, found either in oscillatory or nonoscillatory cells, was not modified by TTX application. A TTX-insensitive inward current with a similar reversal potential would be consistent with the opening of a nonselective cationic channel (Connor and Hockberger, 1984) . However, similar electrophysiological features also are compatible with the gating of a Cll channel (using high KCl-containing electrodes) or the activation of an electrogenie Nat-Ca2+ exchanger (Ehara et al., 1989) . In fact, in neuronal preparations, NO is capable of stimulating the Na+-Cazt exchange in a cGMP-dependent manner (Asano et al., 1995) . Therefore, to discriminate among these mechanisms, some experiments were conducted by manipulating the external concentration of Nat. When 80% of Nat was replaced by Tris-HCl, the response to DEA-NONOate was abolished totally, indicating that the NO-induced current is carried strongly by Nat. Because decreasing the extracellular concentration of Nat shifts the reversal potential of the Nat-Ca2+ exchanger current in the hyperpolarizing direction, causing an outward rather than an inward current (when the cell is clamped at -60 mV) (Ehara et al., 1989) the involvement of an Na+-Cazt exchanger can be ruled out. Furthermore, DEA-NONOate produced a similar inward current when the experiment was performed with low Cl--containing electrodes (patch electrodes), making the possibility of a Cll channel very unlikely. Taken together, the present results suggest that activation of a nonselective cationic channel may be the mechanism underlying the NO effect.
In LC neurons, it also has been shown that a nonselective cationic channel is modulated by a CAMP-dependent phosphorylation pathway (Wang and Aghajanian, 1987, 1990; Alreja and Aghajanian, 1991) . Thus, a nonselective cationic channel might be the final common target for cGMP and CAMP pathways in LC cells. This possibility would correspond well with the observation that 8-Br-CAMP occluded SNP and 8-Br-cGMP effects (nonadditivity). A TTX-insensitive Nat -dependent inward current also has been reported to be activated by cGMP in Aplysia (Sawada et al., 1995) or gastropod (Connor and Hockberger, 1984) neurons. Likewise, in thalamocortical neurons of mammalian brain slices, release of NO modulates the hyperpolarization-activated cation current probably via the cGMP system (Pape and Mager, 1992).
